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Introduction
The Ethiopian banking sector lagged behind in terms of introducing modern banking such as
Electronic Funds Transfer (hereinafter “EFT”) and use of modern payment instruments. The
first modern banking service of withdrawing cash from Automated Teller Machines
(hereinafter “ATM”) was introduced by the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (hereinafter
“CBE”) for local users of Addis Ababa in 2001.1 Afterwards, Ethiopian banks have joined
VISA membership that enables them to issue VISA card to their customers. Nonetheless, cash
remains the most dominant medium of exchange whereas the household bank coverage of
Ethiopia is 20%.
With introduction of Electronic Funds Transfer, customers are now able to use payment
instruments that replace cash. Currently, most Ethiopian banks issue VISA electron debit
cards. Using debit cards, customers can withdraw money from ATM anytime of the day and
make payments at Point Of Sale (hereinafter “POS”) terminals for services or goods supplied
by merchants. Similar services are available for VISA and MasterCard cardholders from other
countries.
Electronic Funds Transfer with the use of payment instruments such as debit card diminishes
the risks of loss or theft that are relatively common with the use of cash. Moreover, it is
convenient to carry and use a card rather than a large amount of cash. It is additionally argued
that modern payment system whereby funds are transferred electronically is a key factor to
extend banking services to the majority of unbanked Ethiopians principally because financial
institutions do not need to open offices and invest heavily in order to provide a banking
service.2On the other hand, efficient and secure payment system enables the monetary
policies of the government to reach the economy easily and foster investment growth and
national saving.3These are some of the benefits of EFT.

However, use of payment instruments comes with its own peculiar features and risks. Loss or
theft and subsequent unauthorized use are peculiar risks of payment instruments. Unlike cash,
the use of payment instruments to access one’s account in a bank depends on contractual
relation with the issuer of the instruments. Banks unilaterally prepare terms and conditions
(hereinafter “TOCs”) of their services without negotiation with customers on take it or leave it
1
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basis. One of the dangers of pre-formulated standard contracts concluded with a consumer is
the risk of being unfair to the latter. As in any contract, the undertaking of the parties to an
EFT agreement is determined principally by the terms of the contract subject to applicable
laws ranging from general contract law to consumer protection legislations.
In this paper, I examine consumer protection issues concerning an EFT contract in light of
applicable legal rules of Ethiopia. The objective of the thesis is hence, to analyze the
legislative limit (requirements) applicable before and after an EFT contract is concluded with
a consumer and to examine whether applicable legal rules are sufficient to protect consumers
from unfair contract terms.
To this end, the thesis is structured as follows. The first chapter introduces regulation of EFT
by elaborating definitions. Moreover, the main legal instruments of Ethiopia that are
applicable to EFT contracts made with a consumer are introduced after brief summary of
justifications for protecting consumers of EFT and the approaches taken by other
jurisdictions. The second chapter discusses pre-contractual issues relating to TOCs of EFT.
Duty of disclosure of a bank to disclose its TOCs to consumers is the first subject.
Furthermore, legislative and regulatory authority of the National Bank of Ethiopia (hereinafter
the “NBE” or the “Bank”) vis-à-vis terms and conditions of payment instruments is examined.
TOCs of CBE for debit cards it issues, as approved by the Bank, are consulted to establish the
respective rights and duties of the bank and the cardholder. The last chapter discusses the
liability of consumers for EFT transactions. The first section elaborates the distinction
between authorized and unauthorized EFT transactions. Liability of consumers of CBE for
transactions initiated with debit cards it issued is examined. Liability of European and U.S.
consumers as governed by pertinent legislations is summarized. Limitations of the liability
regime of CBE are pointed out and are further looked at to ascertain whether the liability
terms are unfair to consumers. Moreover, applicable legislations of the country on unfair
contract terms are analyzed. Finally, findings of the thesis together with recommended
measures are delivered.

2

1 Regulation of Electronic Funds Transfer
In this chapter terms and concepts related to the subject matter of the thesis are defined
primarily on the basis of Ethiopian laws. However, definitions of other jurisdictions are
employed to elaborate some terms. Moreover, the principal legal instruments of Ethiopia that
regulate an EFT contract between a consumer and a bank are outlined. Additionally,
justifications for consumer protection in EFT along with the approaches followed by some
jurisdictions are drawn.
1.1 Definitions
1.1.1 Electronic Fund Transfer
Fund transfers or payments are broadly defined to include non-cash payments to third parties,
cash withdrawals, and transfers from one account to another.4 Article 2(13) of the National
Payment System Proclamation (hereinafter the “Proclamation” or the “NPSP”) defines funds
transfer as “a means of any transfer of funds either representing an order of payment or
transfer of money, which is initiated by way of instruction, authorization or order to a
financial institution to debit or credit an account maintained with that financial institution and
includes POS transfers, ATM transactions, direct deposits or withdrawal of funds, transfer
initiated by telephone, internet, card or other devices”.
Unfortunately, the Proclamation fails to specifically define Electronic Fund Transfer. There
are no other laws of Ethiopia that define EFT either. As a result, resort to literature and laws
of other countries that define EFT is necessary. Generally, there are two types of EFT namely
non consumer activated EFTs also known as interbank transfer of funds and consumer
activated EFTs by personal account holders of banks.5Electronic Funds Transfer in the U.S. is
defined as “transfer of funds initiated through an electronic terminal, telephone, computer
including online banking or magnetic tape for the purpose of ordering, instructing, or
authorizing a financial institution to debit or credit a consumer’s account and may include but
not limited to POS transfers, ATM transfers, direct deposits or withdrawal of funds, transfers
initiated by telephone, and transfers resulting from debit card transactions, whether or not
initiated through an electronic terminal”.6This definition of EFT is more or less similar with
the ‘funds transfer’ definition provided by the Proclamation. Hence, though the Proclamation
4
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fails to define EFT specifically, its definition of ‘funds transfer’ incorporates the main concept
and methods of EFT. Accordingly, EFT within the context of the Proclamation can be defined
as an electronic funds transfer initiated by way of instruction, authorization or order to a
financial institution to debit or credit an account maintained with that financial institution
which is commenced by telephone, internet or card and includes POS transfers and ATM
transactions.
Here is a summary of EFT transaction process. For each EFT transaction, the sender’s
instructions are typically authenticated by means of an access device such as a secret code or
Personal Identification Number (hereinafter “PIN”), either alone or more usually in
conjunction with a physical device, such as a card, which is inserted at a terminal.7 To put it in
a context, a debit card transaction at a POS terminal with the use of a PIN code is first
authenticated by keying in the PIN and then authorized by confirmation of the transaction and
initiating the online approval by pressing the ‘OK’ key.8 Funds are thus, transferred
electronically from the account of the payer to the payee.
1.1.2 Payment Instruments
The Proclamation defines payment instrument as “any instrument whether tangible or
intangible that enables a person to obtain money, goods or service or to otherwise make
payment or transfer money such as cheque, drafts and cards”.9Consequently, payment
instruments can be used to obtain money, make payment or transfer money. The National
Bank is authorized to designate payment instruments that can be issued and determine the
conditions, limitations and standards for their issuance.10
According to the definition above, cards are one type of payment instruments. A card is
defined as any card or other device, including a code or any other means of access to an
account that may be used from time to time to obtain or deposit money or to make payment
and includes debit, credit and stored value cards.11Hence, cards may be used to obtain or
deposit money or to make payments. Whereas no definition of either debit or credit cards is
provided, a stored value card is defined as a prepaid card in which the record of funds can be
increased or decreased.12In general, payment instruments are tangible or intangible
7
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instruments including cheque, drafts and cards such as debit, credit or stored value cards. As
the list is indicative other payment instruments may also be covered by the rule.
The European Payment Services Directive in the Internal Market No 2007/64/EC (hereinafter
the “EU Payment Services Directive”) defines payment instrument as any personalized
device(s) and/ or set of procedures agreed between the payment service user and the provider
and used by the user in order to initiate a payment order.13On the other hand, an access device
in the U.S. is defined as a card, code, or other means of access to a consumer’s account or a
combination used by the consumer to initiate EFTs and may include debit card, PIN,
telephone transfer and telephone bill payment codes and other means to initiate an EFT to or
from a consumer account.14
Commonly, there are three main types of payment cards namely pay later cards (charge and
credit cards), pay now (debit cards) and pay before (stored value card, prepaid card or epurse).15Often a single card has a multiple of functions as a credit, debit or ATM cards.16
Whether a card falls into one category or another is not always apparent from the card itself,
therefore is necessary to consult the contract between the cardholder and the card issuer to
determine the type of the card.17Description of each type of card is made below.
A card providing an assurance of payment to a merchant accepting the card under an
agreement either with the issuer or with the merchant’s bank is a credit card while a debit card
facilitates access to funds in the cardholder’s deposit account.18A card initiating payment that
is facilitating access to funds in the cardholder’s account solely on the basis of information
communicated electronically is an EFT debit card.19Both credit and debit cards can be used to
make payment for a purchase of goods and services by the cardholder in addition to obtaining
cash from ATM or POS terminal.20Debit cardholder obtains cash directly from her bank
account and may only obtain credit from the issuer where the amount is charged to an
overdrawn account.21On the other hand, a cardholder obtaining cash with a credit card is
charged interest from the date the amount is debited from her account with the issuer.22
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Debit cards are distinguished from credit cards in that the use of a debit card results in a direct
debit to the user’s bank account, while the use of a credit card results in an extension of credit
to the cardholder.23Similarly, the way credit and debit card transactions are settled is different.
Settlement is an act of discharging obligations by transferring funds, securities or financial
instruments between two or more parties.24Settlements by a credit cardholder can be made
whether in full when the issuer submits the account or by installments with interest
charge.25On the other hand, when a cardholder uses a debit card, the payment is remitted to
the retailer by an electronic money transfer involving a debit of the sum concerned to the
cardholder’s bank account.26The transfer is whether online system like VISA electron or
occur in batches sometime after the transaction (offline system).27
An ATM card is used by a customer to obtain cash from ATM by typing in PIN where the
customer’s account with the bank is debited by the amount of the cash issued and the card can
further be used to make a balance enquiry.28On the other hand, stored value cards or prepaid
cards involve the storing of monetary value as digital information on a smart card or
electronic purse independent of a bank account.29It is different from other systems of payment
which depend on the substitution of one contractual debt for another or which involve the
digital transfer of instructions to a bank to effect payment using EFT network.30While some
prepaid cards, including most gift and phone cards, are usable only for purchases from a
particular retailer or service provider, increasingly prepaid cards are network-branded cards
which enable the cardholder to use the card at any shop or center with the card network
logo.31
It is important to make two observations with regard to EFT initiated with the use of various
types of payment instruments. First, distinction between payment instruments is paramount
where the level of protection for consumers of each type of payment instrument is different.
For example, in the U.S, there are two sets of laws that govern consumer rights of credit and
debit cardholders.32Though in many respects, the laws treat credit and debit cardholders the
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same there are two principal differences.33First rules regarding liability of the cardholder for
unauthorized use of the card are different, with debit cardholders bearing greater risk than
credit cardholders.34Additionally, the claims and defenses of the cardholder based on breach
of a contract by a merchant, e.g., by supplying defective or non-conforming goods, may be
asserted against a bank that issued the card by a credit cardholder but not by a debit
cardholder.35The justification for the different level of protection is credit cardholders only
use credit line to use their credit cards whereas a debit cardholder accesses one’s asset
account.36
The second observation is, practically speaking, most developing countries never acquired the
credit card habit because they lack the credit information and reporting systems necessary to
support credit cards, and relatively few of their citizens have sufficient demonstrable income
to qualify for credit.37 Hence, as the “Plastic Revolution” takes hold in developing countries,
it is not credit cards but debit and prepaid cards that are beginning to transform the cash
economies in places like China, Brazil and southern Africa.38Ethiopia is not an exception
here. Credit is limited to investments and in some cases to housing projects and is highly
regulated by the government. Henceforth, it suffices to state at this point that introduction of
credit card as a payment instrument in Ethiopia is far from being reality.
Having this in mind, it is no surprise that Ethiopian banks are currently issuing only debit
electron cards. It is important, however, to note that stipulations in the Proclamation are
applicable to all payment instruments and EFT related service alike. Nonetheless, the sections
of this thesis on contractual regulation of use of payment instruments are confined to debit
cards. This is primarily because the TOCs available are on the use of debit cards issued by
banks. As a result, the scope of the thesis, for which contractual TOCs are primary and only
sources, is limited to EFT initiated with debit cards. Unless the text refers otherwise, payment
instrument and debit cards are used interchangeably throughout the discussion. It must be
noted that debit cards are used to initiate EFT; hence, both terms are occasionally used
interchangeably.
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1.1.3 Consumer
The NPSP sets some rights of customers’ vis-à-vis issuers of payment instruments. It does
not, however, provide for definition of a ‘customer’. As the Proclamation does not provide for
rights of consumers, it is no surprise that it does not define ‘consumer’. The Mobile and
Agent Banking Directive of Ethiopia (hereinafter the “MABD”), which implements parts of
the Proclamation defines a customer as an individual or entity who uses mobile and agent
banking services as defined in the same.39If one adopts this definition to NPSP, a customer is
an individual or entity who uses EFT services or to whom a payment instrument is issued.
Similar to the Proclamation, the MABD does not define a ‘consumer’. Hence, there is a need
to look for the definition of ‘consumer’ in other pertinent legislations of the country.
The relevant legislation is the Trade Practice and Consumers’ Protection Proclamation
(hereinafter the “Consumer Proclamation”) which defines a consumer as “a natural person
who buys goods and services for her personal or family consumption and not for manufacture
or resale.”40It is irrelevant whether the price of the goods or the services is paid by the
consumer or another person. This definition of consumer is endorsed for the purpose of this
writing. Consequently, a consumer is a natural person who uses payment instruments to
initiate EFT for her personal or family purposes. Accordingly, the thesis adopts this definition
and evaluates the consumer protection issues relating to EFT in general and payment
instruments in particular. As a result, unless the text implies otherwise, customers or
cardholders are assumed to be consumers for the purpose of this study.
On the other hand, the EU Payment Services Directive, defines a consumer as a natural person
who, in payment service contracts covered by the Directive, is acting for purposes other than
her trade, business or profession while payment service user (hereinafter “user”) is a natural
or legal person making use of a payment service in the capacity of either payer or payee, or
both.41 The U.S. Electronic Funds Transfer Act (hereinafter the “Act”) defines a consumer as
a natural person.42

39
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1.1.4 Payment Instruments Issuers
The National Bank authorizes persons to establish and operate a payment, clearing or
settlement system and issue payment instruments.43The authorization relates to both operating
a system and issuing payment instruments. Hence, an operator of a system (hereinafter
“operator”) can be issuer of payment instruments (hereinafter “issuer”). Financial institution
or any other entity can be an operator of a system.44 It has been noted above the Bank has the
authority to designate payment instruments that can be issued. To date, only commercial
banks have issued debit cards in Ethiopia. Accordingly, for this purpose of the thesis, payment
instrument issuers are commercial banks. Banks and issuers of payment instruments are used
interchangeably.
On the other hand, different names and definitions are provided for payment instruments
issuers in the U.S. and the EU. The Act provides “financial institutions” means a State or
National bank, a State or Federal savings and loan association, a mutual savings bank, a State
or Federal credit union, or any other person who, directly or indirectly, holds an account
belonging to a consumer.45 The EU Payment Services Directive defines payment service
providers (hereinafter “provider”) as bodies referred to in its Article 1(1) and legal and natural
persons benefiting from the waiver under Article 26.46
1.2 Regulation of EFT and Consumer Protection
1.2.1 General
The cardholder enters into contract with the card issuer and the contract serves as the primary
instrument governing the cardholder’s relation with the card issuer.47Hence, the main legal
consequences in the use of payment instruments arise from contractual terms and conditions,
which are not freely negotiated by the parties but put by the issuer of the card.48Even though,
TOCs govern the undertakings of a consumer and a bank, they are subject in some countries
to specific statutory regulation whose objective is consumer protection. Examples of such
legislation include the U.S. EFT Act and Regulation E and the EU Payment Services

43
44
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Directive. In contrast, the proliferation of debit and prepaid cards in developing countries has
been met with regulatory inaction in most places.49
The complex facets of EFT regulation concern the extent to which consumers need or deserve
to be protected from third party fraud, faults on the part of financial institutions, and
consumers’ own carelessness.50 While statutory protections may be open to interpretation by
courts, they generally cannot be waived by consumers or modified without legislative action
as opposed to contractual protections which can usually be modified unilaterally upon notice
to the consumer.51Broadly stating, consumer protection regulations seek to reduce
uncertainties for both consumers and financial institutions regarding liabilities related to
electronic payments, to provide protection against unauthorized or erroneous electronic
transactions that access consumer accounts by setting guidelines to allocate liability for
unauthorized transactions as well as imposing documentation and record-keeping
requirements to assist consumers in detecting and remedying disputed problems.52
The main justification for regulating TOCs for EFT advocates that consumers do not have the
ability or sophistication to negotiate balanced liability allocation rules with financial
institutions.53This is because banks formulate TOCs for their services on take it or leave it
basis. Besides, the 4 or 6-digit PIN chosen by financial institutions as a cost-effective mass
distribution authentication method for consumers is relatively weak.54A person standing
behind and watching a consumer entering PIN at an ATM or POS terminal can without
difficulty remember a 4 digit PIN and subsequently use the same if she manages to steal the
card from the cardholder. Europol’s Report on Payment Card Fraud in 2012 shows that
payment card fraud is a low risk and highly profitable criminal activity which brings
organized crime groups originating from the EU a yearly income of around 1.5 billion
Euros.55This study shows the extent of the risk of unauthorized use/fraud associated with
payment cards.

49
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1.2.2. Ethiopian Laws
1.2.2.1 Consumer Proclamation

The Consumer Proclamation is applicable to all persons carrying commercial activities and to
any transaction in goods and services within Ethiopia.56Banks are business persons carrying
commercial activities within the meaning of article 2(5) of the proclamation and article 5(20)
of the Commercial Code of Ethiopia. The objective of the Consumer Proclamation is to
protect rights and benefits of consumers.57To this end, it provides for rights of consumers and
prohibits certain acts of business persons.58Furthermore, it establishes an autonomous federal
organ named Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Authority (hereinafter the “Consumer
Authority”).59The objectives of the Consumer Authority include protection of consumers from
unfair practices of business persons and taking administrative and civil measures against
business or other persons violating the proclamation.60
A consumer who uses payment instruments to initiate EFT is thus entitled to enjoy the rights
enshrined in the proclamation. Moreover, consumers have the right to submit their complaints
to the Consumer Authority for adjudication and be compensated for damages suffered
because of transactions involving EFT.
1.2.2.2 National Payment System Proclamation

The Proclamation on National Payment System was enacted, ten years after the introduction
of the first ATM by CBE, to provide rules on establishment, governance, operation, regulation
and oversight of the national payment system so as to ensure its safety, security and
efficiency.61The enactment of the Proclamation results in the regulation of banking services
which had been unregulated for some time.
The NPSP deals with a range of EFT related matters like terms and conditions and compliant
resolution procedures.62The other matters regulated are sources of rights and obligations of
participants of shared systems, validity of electronic data and electronic communications and
presentment of images for payment such as electronic cheque. Except for the rules on the
rights and obligations of participants of shared systems, the other rules are aimed at ensuring
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
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electronic document and evidence are given equal value as ordinary documents. These rules
are mainly intended to update the existing contract and evidence rules of the country to apply
to EFT.
The NPSP does not provide for rights of consumers of EFT. Rather it prescribes duties of
issuers or operators vis-à-vis their customers. Hence, customers and consumers are protected
equally by the Proclamation. Issuers are required to prepare clear and standard sample TOCs
in relation to EFT and stored value cards, applicable to all their customers in similar manner
and make the TOCs available for their review and possible agreement.63Furthermore,
requirements relating to compliant resolution that bind the issuer are provided.64Operators,
participants and issuers of payment instruments are, thus, obliged to establish internal
compliant handling procedures in relation to electronic fund transfers and stored value
facilities. Besides, they are required to advise users on the procedures for lodging complaints.
In cases where the operator, participant or issuer of a payment instrument is a party to a
shared system, each must resolve complaints or disputes with its customers in relation to the
processing of EFT or stored value cards promptly through its internally established systems. 65
Moreover, customers may not be required to present their complaints to any other party to the
shared system, or to have those complaints or disputes investigated by any other party to the
shared system.
1.2.2.3 Mobile and Agent Banking Directive

The National Bank of Ethiopia enacted the MABD on the basis of Article 10(5) of the
Proclamation. As its name suggests, the Directive on Mobile and Agent Banking applies to
financial institutions that conduct mobile and agent banking. It defines agent banking as
conduct of banking business on behalf of a financial institution through an agent using various
service delivery channels as permitted under the MABD while mobile banking means
performing banking activities which primarily consists of opening and maintaining mobile or
regular accounts and accepting deposits and it includes performing fund transfer or cash in
and cash out services using mobile devices.66A mobile account is an account maintained by a
customer in financial institution in which debits and credits are made by virtue of EFT and

63
64
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which is used to conduct mobile banking activities as outlined by the Directive. (Art. 2.10
MABD)
On the other hand, a fund transfer is defined as transfer of funds from a customer’s mobile or
regular account to any other account or vice versa.67According to Article 2.4 of the MABD,
cash in and cash out services refer to deposit or withdrawal of funds including payments by
customers to or from their account using a variety of options including ATM. Transfer of
funds and cash in and cash out services, according to the definition of mobile banking, are
performed using mobile devices. Mobile device includes mobile phones, smart phones, table
personal computers, POS terminals or any other similar device.68 The list is not exhaustive.
Therefore, other similar devices are included. However, I argue payment cards are not similar
devices to POS terminals, table personal computers, smart phones or mobile phones. As a
result, cards including debit cards fall outside the scope of the Directive.
Generally, the MABD is applicable to mobile banking activities where customers open and
maintain mobile or regular account in a financial institution in order to transfer funds
electronically, to deposit or withdraw funds, to make payments using a variety of mobile
devices including mobile phones, smart phones, table personal computers and POS terminals.
The MABD requires financial institutions providing mobile banking services to put in place
policies and procedures to address customer protection and compliant redress issues. It
follows the footsteps of the Proclamation, which indiscriminate between protection of the
consumers and customers.
The MABD lists minimum customer protection requirements that must be included in the
policies and procedures of financial institutions providing mobile banking.69It, among others,
regulates requirements of documentation of transactions, confidentiality of customer
information, duty of disclosure of terms and conditions, transparency in pricing products and
services and compliant resolution procedures. The rules of the MABD bind a financial
institution that provides mobile banking services whether on its own or through an agent.70
The Proclamation rules’ on rights of customers and obligations of payment instrument issuers
discussed throughout this paper are applicable to mobile banking as defined in the MABD. In
addition, customers of mobile banking are entitled to specific and detailed sets of rights
67
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provided in the MABD. As the MABD excludes payment cards from its scope, its rules are
not applicable to debit cards. Thus, the rules of the MABD are not employed in the upcoming
chapters.

14

2 Terms and Conditions of Payment Instruments
Banks prepare terms and conditions for the services they provide. Terms and conditions of a
specific banking service regulate the rights and duties of the bank and its consumers.
However, basic principle of contract dictates that the object of a contract is freely determined
by the parties subject to such restrictions and prohibitions as are provided by law.71 In the
context of EFT agreements between a bank and a consumer, one of the statutory requirements
applicable before a contract is concluded is a duty of disclosure of terms and conditions. The
essence of the duty as provided in the pertinent legislations is examined.
The second theme of the chapter is related to terms and conditions that govern the rights and
obligations of issuer of payment instrument and consumer. The powers and authority of the
National Bank of Ethiopia with regard to TOCs of EFT and stored value facilities are studied.
In this regard, the Bank is authorized to exercise both legislative and regulatory authority by
the NPSP. The legal basis for such authority of the Bank is examined. Moreover, justifications
(if any) for such authority are sought. In the end, terms and conditions of CBE for VISA
electron debit cards it issues are summarized together with the consumer protection concern
they pose. A reference to other jurisdictions is made where relevant.
2.1 Duty of Disclosure
The Consumer Proclamation provides for a duty of disclosure of a business person. It
stipulates upon request by a consumer relating to goods or services she sells, any business
person must satisfactorily disclose herself and let the consumer take the information she
wants.72This duty applies to all business persons in Ethiopia including banks. Specific to EFT
and payment instruments, duty of disclosure is provided in the NPSP. The duty requires the
issuer of payment instruments to prepare clear and standard sample TOCs applicable to all its
customers, and make it available for their review and possible agreement.73The three
components of this duty are explained below.
2.1.1 Requirement of ‘Clarity’
Payment instrument issuers are required by the NPSP to prepare clear conditions. The
legislative requirement of ‘clarity’ however, is short of explaining what factors must be
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considered to determine whether a given condition is clear or not. The requirement of clarity
is prescribed in other jurisdictions as well. For example, in the U.S., disclosures of TOCs
must be clear and readily understandable.74Disclosures can be made in a language other than
English where they were made available in English upon the consumer’s request.75 Similarly,
the EU Payment Services Directive provides the information and conditions for payment
service must be given in easily understandable words and in a clear and comprehensible form,
in an official language of the Member State where the payment service is offered or in any
other language agreed between the parties.76The requirements in both instruments are wider
than that of the Proclamation by placing additional qualification to ‘clarity’ such as ‘easily
understandable’ or ‘readily understandable’. They further regulate the ‘language’ that must be
used in preparing terms and conditions.
Consequently, clarity of TOCs relates to the choice of language used, the manner in which the
TOCs are formulated or the inclusion or omission of some terms of the agreement. In the first
case, clarity may mean whether the issuer has used English instead of a local language, such
as Amharic, in preparing the terms and the conditions. From a contract law point of view,
preparation of TOCs in language a contracting party does not understand may affect the very
validity of the contract. That is in cases where a party expresses her agreement to a contract
written in foreign language without obtaining its translation or full translation, that contract
may be invalidated if fundamental mistake is proven.77This is primarily because Ethiopian
law of contract follows the theory of ‘declaration of will’ whereby a contract is made or
completed, not by agreement of wills but by agreement of declaration of wills.78
Further hindrances to clarity of TOCs may be posed by the use of jargon. Such use may
substantially hinder the ability of the cardholder to appreciate the content of the TOCs and
thereby may result in defective consent. Finally, the clarity of TOCs may be obscured by
inclusion of unnecessary content or omission of important aspects of the agreement. Both
cases impair the ability of the consumer to understand the contract as a whole.
Additional requirements of duty of disclosure may be imposed. In the U.S. it is required
disclosures to be, in writing and in a form a consumer may keep.79Similarly, the EU Payment
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Services Directive requires the provider make available the user on paper or on another
durable medium with the information and conditions specified in Article 42 of the
Directive.80In contrast, the Proclamation is silent in this regard.
The TOCs of the CBE for the use of VISA debit cards are prepared in English. Strikingly, the
application form has both Amharic and English versions. It is hard to grasp the justification
for preparing TOCs in English where the language is neither a national nor an official
language of the country. To make things worse, not many Ethiopians are able to understand
ordinary English documents let alone a relatively technical English TOCs. As a result, the
preparation of TOCs of CBE in English language fails to meet the statutory requirement of
clarity in the Proclamation. Similarly, the Consumer Proclamation’s requirement ‘to
satisfactorily disclose oneself’ is not met. On the other hand, CBE does not allow customers
to keep the TOCs of debit cards.
2.1.2 Non Discrimination
The other element of duty of disclosure under the Proclamation is the payment instrument
issuer must prepare standard sample TOCs applicable to all of its customers. Issuers are not
allowed to discriminate among their customers. Similarly, the Consumer Proclamation
prohibits a business person from unduly favoring one consumer over the other.81As a result,
banks are obliged not to discriminate consumers and to prepare TOCs for payment
instruments or EFT applicable to their customers alike.
2.1.3 Time of Disclosure
The issuer of a payment instrument is required to make its TOCs available to customers for
their review and possible agreement.82The requirement indicates that customers must be able
to review the TOCs before agreeing to the contents thereof. Hence, the duty of disclosure
must be observed by the issuer before the conclusion of an agreement. After reviewing the
terms and conditions, a customer can either accept or decline the TOCs for EFT and stored
value cards. The terms and conditions of the CBE are made available to consumers at the time
when the consumer applies for VISA electron debit card. Hence, the practice of the bank is in
line with the requirement of the Proclamation.
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In the U.S., required disclosure must be made at the time the consumer contracts for an EFT
service or before the first EFT is made involving the consumer’s account.83 Similarly, the EU
Payment Services Directive requires disclosure to be made in good time before the user is
bound by any framework contract or offer.84
The importance of duty of disclosure prior to conclusion of a contract cannot be overstated as
it is indispensable in the formation of contract. Ethiopian law of contract has stipulations
regarding consent in general and specific requirement concerning general business terms. To
begin with the general rules on consent of the contracting parties, a contract is formed upon
the consent of the parties who define the object of their undertakings and agree to be bound
thereby.85 Furthermore, a contract is deemed completed where the parties have expressed their
agreement thereto and reserves or restrictions intended by one party shall not affect her
agreement as expressed where the other party was not informed of such reserves or
restrictions.86 It follows that a contract is not deemed to be completed unless the parties have
expressed their agreement to all the terms of the negotiation.87That is only a contracting party
in this case a consumer who was given the chance to review TOCs of a payment instrument
and who agrees to those afterwards is assumed to have freely given her consent to be bound
thereby. Otherwise, contract law dictates that a contract is not validly formed. Specific to
business contracts, it is stipulated that general terms of business applied by a party shall not
bind the other party unless she knew and accepted them or they were prescribed or approved
by the authorities.88As a result, undisclosed general terms of EFT business by a bank do not
bind the consumer unless she knew and accepted them.
Hence, contract law and the National Payment System Proclamation require the payment
instrument issuer to disclose its TOCs before the consumer gives her consent. The next issue
is whether the duty of disclosure of TOCs goes beyond this by prescribing the minimum
contents that must be disclosed to a consumer of EFT service. In both EU and U.S., financial
institutions are required to make some mandatory disclosures. Financial institutions of the
U.S. are required to disclose liability of consumers for unauthorized EFT, telephone number
and address of the financial institution, its business days, types of transfers and limitations on
frequency or dollar amount, applicable fees, rights of the consumer to documentation, a
83
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summary of the consumer’s right to stop payment of a preauthorized EFT, liability of the
institution, confidentiality of consumer information and error resolution.89 Similarly, the EU
Payment Services Directive requires that information and conditions regarding the provider,
the use of the payment service, charges, interest and exchange rates, communication,
safeguards and corrective measures, changes in and termination of framework contract and
redress be provided to the user before she is bound by a contract.90
According to the Consumer Proclamation, a consumer has the right to get sufficient and
accurate information or explanation on the quality and type of goods and services she
purchases.91Consequently, a consumer may demand sufficient and accurate information on
the EFT service she is applying for. However, mandatory list of TOCs that must be disclosed
to consumers before they enter into agreement is not regulated. The NPSP fails to enumerate
the information that must be disclosed in TOCs of EFT service or payment instruments. The
issuer exercises discretion as regards what to disclose to its customers. Though undisclosed
terms of contract in principle do not bind the other contracting party, litigation costs and
inconvenience may discourage a consumer from invoking this principle. A consumer may opt
to accept the undisclosed TOCs rather than challenging the bank and its organized legal team.
In contrast, if the important terms of the contract (based on a list provided by a pertinent
statute) are disclosed to the consumer, the consumer will have the chance to agree or differ to
the terms. Thus, the consumer can avoid any possible litigation hassle. One may argue that the
discretion of Ethiopian banks on what to disclose is subject to oversight of the National Bank
of Ethiopia which is authorized to approve TOCs of the issuer before they become available
to customers. This takes us to the next subject dealing with the authority of the Bank vis-à-vis
TOCs of EFT.
2.2 Authority of the National Bank of Ethiopia
The Proclamation for the Establishment of the National Bank enumerates the Bank’s purposes
as to maintain stable rate of price and exchange, to foster a healthy financial system and to
undertake such other related activities as are conducive to rapid economic development of
Ethiopia.92It lists a number of powers and duties of the Bank.93 One of such powers is to take
steps to establish, modernize, conduct, monitor, regulate and supervise payment, clearing and
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settlement systems. It is common for many central banks to have explicit legal authority with
respect to payment and settlement systems.94According to the NPSP, the Bank establishes,
owns and operates, participates in, regulates and supervises an integrated payment system
consisting of large value funds transfer system and retail funds transfer system.95Likewise, it
has the power to authorize others to establish and operate a system and issue payment
instruments.
2.2.1 Legislative Authority
The vast authority of the National Bank of Ethiopia extends to legislative powers. On a
number of matters, the Bank is authorized to enact directives. On matters relating to EFT
alone the Bank has the authority to enact directives on five out of six subject matters.96
Regrettably, the Proclamation does not provide justifications for such vast legislative and
power of the Bank.
As regards terms and conditions, the Bank is authorized to prescribe by directive basic TOCs
to be applicable to contracting parties in the business of EFT and stored value facilities.97The
logical inference is that such authority of the Bank must be exercised to provide minimum
rights of consumers of EFT as non-consumers are able to negotiate balanced terms and
conditions. One can learn from the EU Payment Services Directive’s position on this matter.
It asserts that as consumers and enterprises are not in the same position, they do not need the
same level of protection.98It carries on, while it is important to guarantee consumer’s rights by
provisions which cannot be derogated from by contract, it is reasonable to let enterprises and
organizations agree otherwise.99Hence, the legislative authority of the NBE to prescribe basic
TOCs of EFT must be exercised with the aim of protecting consumers who are incapable of
individually negotiating TOCs of banks. Strictly speaking, the NBE has a legislative mandate
to enact consumer protection directive that sets mandatory rights and duties that cannot be
derogated from by a contract. The U.S. Federal Reserve Board has exercised legislative
authority with the objective of consumer protection by enacting Regulation E that implements
the EFT Act.
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2.2.2 Approval of Terms and Conditions
The NBE is authorized to approve TOCs and any amendments thereof before they become
applicable on customers.100The Proclamation is silent whether public policy concerns
including consumer protection must guide the Bank in discharging its authority of approving
TOCs of banks. Though the chief concerns of central banks in overseeing retail payment
systems are efficiency and safety of the systems, there are also other objectives such as the
exercise of responsibilities in the area of consumer protection, or the prevention of money
laundering.101In the same way, it is proclaimed that interests of consumers including the terms
and conditions’ governing their relation with operators is one of the considerations that the
NBE may take in issuing an authorization for operating systems.102The stipulation is
applicable on those operators (issuers of payment instruments) applying for authorization. It
would have been much better if such requirement was specifically formulated in relation to
approval of TOCs rather than authorization for operating a system. That way the Bank will be
required to take interests of consumers when it approves TOCs of payment instruments.
Within the context of the NPSP, the striking fact is not that the Bank has the authority to
approve terms and conditions of EFT. Rather it is the failure to mention whether such
authority should be exercised according to an established internal procedure to ensure
uniformity and to list factors that must be taken into account when the Bank approves TOCs
of EFT. Apart from Art 6(4) (f) of the Proclamation discussed above, nowhere is consumer
protection in general and within the context of the authority of the Bank regarding TOCs
raised. Consumer protection is not one of the reasons for enacting the law either. (See the
Preamble) The Bank has so far approved TOCs for debit cards. TOCs for debit cards of CBE
annexed with this thesis are summarized as follows.
2.3 Terms and Conditions of CBE
Terms and conditions of CBE apply to and regulate its provision of debit cards to cardholders.
The TOCs are interpreted in accordance with Ethiopian laws, mainly the Proclamation. The
main contents of the TOCs are summarized below. Furthermore, analysis is made whether the
TOCs are consistent with Ethiopian laws. On the other hand, legal rules of other jurisdictions
that govern matters similar to those governed by the TOCs of CBE are brought up.
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2.3.1 Amendment of Terms and Conditions
The bank may amend at any time and from time to time the TOCs for debit cards. Such
amendment must, however, get prior approval of the National Bank.103With respect to the
cardholder, such amendment is done by giving notice. The notice of amendment becomes
effective and binding on the cardholder on the receipt of the notice, which is seven calendar
days after the date of mailing in Ethiopia. In case of personal delivery the date of issue is
considered as the date of receipt. Any subsequent use of the card after such notice is deemed
to constitute automatic acceptance of such amendment by the cardholder.
The time limit of seven calendar days seems to put the consumer at a disadvantage given the
efficiency of the postal service. In its recent evaluation of the performance of the Postal
Agency of Ethiopia, one of the standing committee of the House of the Peoples’
Representatives of Ethiopia found out that the services of the Agency are marred with record
of lost and damaged envelopes and packages.104The House further noted that there is
increasing complaints made by customers of the Postal Agency. Even in countries where
postal service is more efficient, the time limit provided for any amendment of contract is
significantly longer. In the U.S. a 21 days limit is provided.105 In the EU notice of change of
the framework contract for payment services must be made two months before the proposed
date of application.106
As amendments of TOCs change the contractual undertakings of the parties, at most effort
must be taken by the bank to ensure the cardholder receives the notice and get a meaningful
chance to review the amended TOCs. The amendment of the contract must, therefore, follow
the rules of its conclusion, which must be based on the mutual consent of the
parties.107Contract law of Ethiopia prescribes that any variation of terms of contract must
follow the agreement of the parties.108Similarly, as a matter of policy duty of disclosure under
the Proclamation must extend to the amendment of TOCs. If NBE approves amendment of
conditions per Article 19 of NPSP, the same should be applicable to the rights of the
customers under the same provision.
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2.3.2 Duty of Documentation
The CBE undertakes to post an account statement to the cardholder. Such account statement
may be sent to the address of the cardholder registered with the bank. The duty seems to
exclude terminal receipts for transactions made with the card. Furthermore, interval of
documentation whether it is every month or every quarter is not regulated.
Though duty of documentation is not regulated by the NPSP, the Consumer Proclamation
obliges a business person to issue receipts to consumers in respect of goods or services she
sold.109Putting it in context of EFT, the bank is obliged to issue a consumer receipts in respect
of for example ATM withdrawals or POS transactions. Hence, with regard to transaction
receipts, it is fair to conclude that the bank is required to issue receipts to consumers. The
CBE has undertaken in its TOCs to provide periodic statement to its customers. Therefore, by
the operation of legislation and contract, the bank is obliged to provide consumers both
terminal receipts and periodic account statement.
In the U.S., a terminal receipt must be made available upon request at the time a consumer
initiates EFT at an electronic terminal.110Financial institutions must mail or deliver a
statement for each monthly cycle in which an EFT has occurred but at least quarterly
statement if no transfer has occurred.111Similar types of requirements are provided in the EU
Directive.112
Duty of documentation enables a consumer to check and verify the details on the statement
against the transaction receipts.113In the absence of the duty, a consumer will not be able to
track down transactions, which further enables the consumer to identify errors and
unauthorized transactions made using the debit card. This is unfavorable to the consumer into
ways. First, in terms of evidence, it disables a consumer to identify and prove errors or
unauthorized transactions in the past. Second, without terminal receipts and periodic
statement, a consumer can be hindered from preventing further errors or unauthorized
transfers by notifying the bank.
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2.3.3 Bank Error in Records and Accounts
The terms and conditions of CBE provide that unless the bank accepts the existence of error
on its part, the cardholder agrees to the amount in her account and debit and credit made to
her account. Besides, the cardholder accepts the bank’s records and evidence pertaining to the
financial transaction made with bank as true and correct. Consider this illustration to see how
this condition of CBE may affect the interests of a consumer. Recurrent power cut and
Internet disconnection are common in Ethiopia. Consider ATM errors that may result from
such scenario. A consumer who was given less cash than the amount she entered at ATM as a
result of error but who was subsequently debited the amount of the authorized withdrawal
rather than the actually withdrawn amount will have no recourse against the bank unless the
bank admits there is error on its part.
2.3.4 Fees
The bank is entitled to charge and debit any bank account in respect of each cardholder such
fees of registration, annual subscription and transaction charges as it may from time to time
notify cardholders. Reading between the lines, this implies the bank is entitled to charge such
fees from the bank account of the cardholder who will be subsequently informed of such
charges.
This condition has two limitations. First, it fails to provide that notification of applicable fees
must be done at the time of contracting with the cardholder. Second, it does not provide that
prior notification about changes in fees be made to the cardholder. There is an apparent
neglect in considering information regarding fees is an important aspect of the TOCs. As it
has been noted earlier, in jurisdictions like the U.S., information regarding fees is part of the
duty of disclosure which must in principle be observed before a contract is made with the
cardholder. Moreover, consumers must get prior notice regarding change in fees.
2.3.5 Duty of Cardholders
Cardholders are required to exercise due care and attention to prevent the loss of and/ or use
of the card or PIN by a third party. Accordingly, a positive duty of taking due care is imposed
on cardholders. Furthermore, transaction instructions by the cardholder must be given in such
a way that any confidential information, which is displayed by a terminal, is not disclosed to
any third party. Cardholders of debit cards worldwide are largely required to exercise due care
in protecting their cards and PIN to avoid loss or theft. For example, the EU Payment Services
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Directive requires payment service user, in particular, as soon as she receives a payment
instrument, takes all reasonable steps to keep its personalized security features safe.114Such
due care is important to prevent unauthorized transfer of funds using the card or the PIN by
third party.
If a card is lost or stolen or if the PIN is disclosed to any unauthorized person, the cardholder
is required to immediately notify the bank of such loss, theft or disclosure. Oral
communication must be confirmed to the bank in writing immediately. Telephone number or
web address which displays email or other address for notifying loss or theft of the card,
however, is not provided in the TOCs of CBE.
2.3.6 Liability of Cardholders
The cardholder is fully liable in respect of each transaction given by the use of her card.
Besides, the cardholder is liable in respect of any transaction instruction given prior to receipt
by the bank of written notification of loss, theft or disclosure of the PIN or the card.
Liability of consumers is the theme of the next chapter. With regard to the other elements of
the TOCs of CBE, each has been elaborated in light of consumer protection. Moreover,
examination was made whether they are consistent with Ethiopian laws. The TOCs fail to
address matters regarding the means to activate compliant investigation, dispute resolution
procedure, daily transaction limits, and means of notification for loss or theft of the card or
the PIN. Though the aim of this section is to analyze TOCs of the CBE, I have compared
legislative rules of other legal systems that govern the matters covered in the terms and
conditions. On a number of matters, the TOCs provide for less (no) protection of consumers
compared to the legislative protection that consumers of EFT enjoy in the U.S. and the EU.
The general observation is that an Ethiopian consumer’s interests are not adequately
addressed in the preparation of the terms and conditions of CBE. Similar observation is noted
with regard to the role of the NBE in considering and promoting consumer protection when it
approves TOCs of payment instrument, as the TOCs of CBE put the consumer at a
disadvantage position compared to the bank on a number of matters but was nonetheless
approved by the Bank.
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3 Liability of Consumers for EFT transactions
In the previous chapter, mainly pre contractual issues relating to EFT contract concluded with
a consumer have been addressed. In this chapter contractual issues of liability for EFT
transactions are examined. To this end, the first section discusses the distinction between
authorized and unauthorized EFT transactions. Following this distinction, liability of
consumers for each type of transaction is studied. Though the focus is on liability of
consumers of CBE as governed by the latter’s terms and conditions, pertinent EU and U.S.
legislations on liability of consumers for unauthorized EFT are summarized. Furthermore,
occasional reference is made to these legislations to elaborate issues. In the third section,
flaws or limitations of the liability regime under TOCs of CBE are pointed out mainly from
basic contract and consumer protection law point of view. It is further examined whether the
terms and conditions of CBE are unfair to the consumer. In the final section, applicable laws
of Ethiopia to unfair contract terms are examined.
3.1 Authorized vs. Unauthorized Transactions
The Proclamation states that funds transfer either representing an order of payment or transfer
of money is initiated by a person by way of instruction, authorization or order to financial
institution to debit or credit an account maintained with that institution.115In the context of
transactions made with the use of payment instruments at POS or ATM, the Proclamation is
clear that authorization, instruction or order must be obtained by the financial institution to
initiate funds transfer and to debit an account of the cardholder maintained with that
institution. As a result, without authorization of the account holder, a funds transfer cannot be
initiated. However, the Proclamation fails to specifically address where an EFT transaction is
considered authorized by the cardholder. It does not prescribe the form of authorization either.
U.S. and EU legislations provide for definitions of authorized/unauthorized EFT transaction.
‘Unauthorized EFT transaction’ in the U.S. is defined as an EFT transaction from a
consumer’s account initiated by a person other than the consumer without actual authority to
initiate such transfer and from which the consumer receives no benefit.116 There are two main
elements in this definition. The first is it must be someone other than the consumer who
initiated the transaction without an actual authority to do so and the second is the consumer
must receive no benefit from the transaction. Even where the elements of the definition are
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met, there are certain transactions excluded from the ambit of the definition.117The first is
EFT initiated by a person other than the consumer who was furnished with the card, code, or
other means of access to such consumer’s account by such consumer, unless the consumer has
notified the financial institution involved that transfers by such other person are no longer
authorized. The second is EFT initiated with fraudulent intent by the consumer or any person
acting in concert with the consumer. The last is EFT that constitutes an error committed by a
financial institution. In the first case the consumer has voluntarily furnished the third party
who has a lawful control of the access device but lacks authority.118In the second case the
consumer acts fraudulently either alone or together with another person, but does not benefit
from the act.119However, in the last scenario, an error committed by a financial institution
does not render the transaction executed an authorized one and the institution shall assume
full liability for such transaction.120Effectually, any EFT transaction that falls into one of the
first two categories is excluded from being considered ‘unauthorized transaction’. The
implication of such exclusion is that the transactions are authorized to which a consumer will
be fully liable. In any case, an EFT transaction directly initiated by the consumer or one that
has been initiated by a third party duly (apparently) authorized by the consumer is deemed to
be an authorized transaction.
On the other hand, the EU Payment Services Directive provides that a payment transaction is
considered to be authorized only if the payer has given consent to execute a payment
transaction or a series of payment transactions.121It further provides that consent may be given
prior to or if agreed otherwise after the execution of the payment transaction. Consent may be
withdrawn by the payer no later than the point in time of irrevocability provided in the
Directive.122Matters regarding the form and procedure of giving consent to a payment
transaction and withdrawal of such consent are governed by a framework contract agreed
between the provider and user. 123
In the absence of consent of the payer to a payment transaction, the transaction is considered
unauthorized.124The reference to consent in the EU Payment Services Directive weakens the
possibility of an implied authority and may be read to eliminate altogether the possibility of
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an apparent authority, such as when a cardholder voluntarily delivered the card and shared the
associated code with a friend or relative.125This is in contrast with the U.S. approach where a
consumer is fully liable where she furnished the access device voluntarily to a third party who
subsequently made transactions without actual authority. As a result, for each payment
transaction, the payer must give consent in a manner agreed between the payer and the
provider so that the transaction is considered authorized and the payer is liable for such
transaction. In the absence of the consent of the payer to a payment transaction, the
transaction is considered unauthorized.
There has not been a study on the extent of unauthorized transfer of funds in Ethiopia. Indeed
EFT service is about a decade old and is significantly limited to main cities of Ethiopia.
However, globally card fraud which is one of the major causes of unauthorized transfers has
increased consistently along with card usage in recent years as number of fraudulent card
transactions grew 7.2% and 12.8% respectively in 2008 and 2009, with the amount lost to
card fraud totaling €4.9 billion in 2009, up from €4.4 billion in 2008 and €3.4 billion in
2001.126A study conducted between 2004-2007 in the EU shows that there are 10 million
fraudulent transactions using payment cards in the Single Euro Payment Area per year,
affecting 500 000 merchants, representing roughly €1 Billion in losses.127This threat may
affect the consumer confidence in non-cash means of payment and ultimately the real
economy.128Different jurisdictions have followed various approaches to regulate liability of
consumers for fraudulent (unauthorized) transactions. While some enacted legislations to this
effect, others have left the matter to be governed by contract and general standards. Even in
those jurisdictions with consumer protection legislations, the factors considered in allocation
of liability for unauthorized transactions differ. The next section begins with the discussion of
liability of Ethiopian consumers of CBE as governed by the latter’s terms and conditions.
Subsequently, consumer legislations of EU and U.S. governing liability arising out of
unauthorized EFT are summarized.
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3.2 Liability of Consumers
3.2.1 Unlimited Liability of Consumers for All Transactions- CBE’s Terms and
Conditions
The NPSP does not regulate liability of consumers for EFT transactions. Therefore, the matter
is regulated by TOCs of banks as approved by the National Bank of Ethiopia. According to
the approved TOCs of CBE, the rule is that a cardholder is fully liable in respect of each
transaction given by the use of her card. Distinction is not made between liability for
authorized and unauthorized transactions.
The cardholder is required by the TOCs to immediately notify loss or theft of the debit card or
disclosure of a PIN to any unauthorized person. Ordinarily loss, theft or disclosure of a card
or PIN potentially leads to unauthorized transaction. An oral communication must be
confirmed to the bank in writing. Hence, it is only where the bank receives a written
confirmation that the notification is considered accepted. The cardholder is liable in respect of
any transaction instruction given prior to receipt by the bank of written notification of such
loss, theft or disclosure. Even for those transactions that occur between the oral and written
notification, it seems the cardholder is fully liable.
The TOCs do not specifically provide that the bank is liable for transactions made after
notification of loss or theft of the card or disclosure of the PIN to a third party. However, the
inference from the condition that the cardholder is liable for all transactions made before
notification is, the bank is liable for those transactions made after notification. Though the
TOCs require the cardholder to prevent loss of and/or use of the card or PIN by a third party,
negligence of the cardholder which may lead to ‘unauthorized’ transactions is not taken as a
factor to regulate liability. Neither is fraudulent act of the cardholder taken into consideration.
Indeed, there is no need to consider the negligence or fraudulent act of the cardholder where
she assumes full liability for each and every transaction made before notification. However,
fraudulent acts of either the cardholder or other person vis-à-vis payment instruments are
criminally sanctioned and severely punished with rigorous imprisonment from 2 to 15 years
and fine by the NPSP.129
Remarkably, the TOCs of CBE provide for liability of the cardholder with regard to
transactions made with the use of a card. The inference here is transactions which are initiated
129
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without the use of the card or with fake card which nonetheless debit the account of the
consumer are out rightly excluded. The consequence is the cardholder will not be liable for
those transactions made without the use of the card issued to her. In such a case, it is up to the
consumer to show that the card remained under her possession and she did not use the card for
the ‘alleged transactions’. However, unless the system and record of the bank shows that the
transactions were made without the use of the card, proving such scenario might be extremely
difficult for the cardholder. Having no access to the system of the bank and even where access
is granted for example by order of a court, the cardholder may find it financially burdensome
and inconvenient. It must be recalled that the cardholder has agreed under the TOCs of the
bank that the records and evidence of the bank as true and correct.
3.2.2 Limited Liability of Consumers for Unauthorized Transactions
In the U.S. and the EU, a consumer is liable for all authorized transactions while liability for
unauthorized transactions is shared between the financial institution and the consumer on the
basis of different factors. Allocation of liability where a consumer is in the picture is, thus,
regulated by legal rules in both jurisdictions. The applicable liability rules are discussed
below. The purpose of the discussion is to illustrate how consumers of EFT are protected by
legislations that derogate contractual terms of liability. The two jurisdictions represent
different approach but a common end, consumer protection. Experiences of other jurisdictions
were taken into consideration in the enactment of the NPSP.130Similarly, lessons can be drawn
from these jurisdictions in any legislative or regulatory move to protect EFT consumers in
Ethiopia.
3.2.2.1 EU

The EU Payment Services Directive provides for mandatory rules of liability where the user
of the payment service is a consumer. Hence, where the user is not a consumer, the parties are
free to agree that provisions of the Directive on liability will not apply in whole or in part.131
This is primarily because non-consumers are normally in a better position to assess the risk of
fraud and take countervailing measures.132On the other hand, Member States are allowed to
introduce less stringent rules or completely waive liability of the payer in order to maintain
existing level of consumer protection and promote trust in the safe usage of electronic
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payment instruments except where the payer has acted fraudulently.133As a result, the
Directive’s rules on liability represent a minimum protection of consumers in the EU and
consumers may enjoy a yet better protection by national laws of Member States.
The starting point for allocation of liability for unauthorized payment transactions under the
EU Payment Services Directive is that the user must be liable only for a limited amount
unless she has acted fraudulently or with gross negligence.134Moreover, the user is not
required to cover any further loss stemming from unauthorized use of a payment instrument
after making notification to the provider that the instrument may have been
compromised.135As a result, the principle is liability of a user for unauthorized transaction
made before notification is limited unless there is fraud or gross negligence. There is in
principle zero liability of a user after appropriate notification is made to the provider. These
two general principles are supplemented by specific provisions of the Directive.
The liability regime under the Directive may be categorized into (1) pre and (2) post
notification liability. Before notification of loss, theft or misappropriation of the payment
instrument, the consumer bears the losses relating to any unauthorized payment transactions,
up to a maximum of EUR 150, resulting from the use of a lost or stolen payment
instrument.136 Further qualification to the stipulation provides that where the consumer acted
fraudulently or failed to fulfill one or more of the obligations under Article 56 of the EU
Payment Services Directive with intent or gross negligence, the consumer bears all the losses
relating to any unauthorized payment transactions made before notification.137The obligations
of the user under the provision are to use the payment instrument in accordance with the terms
governing the issue and use of the payment instrument and to notify the provider without
undue delay on becoming aware of loss, theft or misappropriation of the payment instrument
or of its unauthorized use.
A consumer is relieved from bearing any financial consequence resulting from the use of the
lost, stolen or misappropriated payment instrument after notification except where she has
acted fraudulently.138The provider is required to ensure that appropriate means are available at
all times to enable the user to make notification and to provide the user with a means to prove
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for 18 months after notification that she has made such notification.139The failure of the
provider to observe this obligation extinguishes the liability of the consumer for the financial
consequences resulting from the use of a stolen, lost or misappropriated payment instrument
except where she has acted fraudulently.140
According to the EU Payment Services Directive, a consumer who acted fraudulently is at all
times liable for the entire amount of unauthorized payment transaction before and after
notification of loss, theft or misappropriation of the payment instrument. Even in cases where
the provider failed to observe its duty of providing appropriate means of notification,
fraudulent user is fully liable. Besides, Member States are not allowed to establish less
stringent liability rules than those of the Directive in cases where the payer has acted
fraudulently.141Hence, the Directive’s rules on liability of a fraudulent user fully harmonize
national laws of the Member States.
3.2.2.2 U.S.
In the U.S., a consumer can only be held liable for unauthorized EFT within the limits of the
law where three tiers of requirements are met by a financial institution.142The first is the
financial institution has provided the following disclosures to the consumer (a summary of the
consumer’s liability for unauthorized EFTs, the telephone number and address for reporting
that an unauthorized EFT has been or may be made and the financial institution’s business
days). Second the access device used to make the EFT was an accepted access device. An
accepted access device is a card, code or other means of access to a consumer’s account that a
consumer requests and receives, or signs, or uses or authorizes another to use the access
device to transfer money between accounts or to obtain money, property or services; requests
validation of the access device even if it was issued on an unsolicited basis; or receives an
access device as a renewal or substitute for an accepted access device from either the financial
institution that initially issued the device or a successor.143 The third and the last requirement
is the financial institution has provided a means to identify the user as the person authorized
to use the access device. Such identification can be achieved by signature, photograph, or
fingerprint or by electronic or mechanical confirmation.144
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Only where these requirements are met, consumers are held liable for unauthorized EFT
within the limits of the law. Time of notification of the loss or theft of the access device by a
consumer is the only factor considered in allocation of liability. Regulation E expressly
prohibits the following factors as the basis for imposing greater than is permissible under it.145
These are the consumer was negligent; an agreement between the consumer and financial
institution provides for greater liability; or the consumer is liable for a greater amount under
state law. In contrast, EFT initiated by a consumer who acted fraudulently either alone or in
concert with other person is excluded from the definition of ‘unauthorized transfer’ meaning it
is authorized EFT for which the consumer will be fully liable. Depending on the time of
notification, the ceiling of liability for unauthorized EFT is determined as follows.146
In cases of unauthorized EFT involving loss of theft of an access device liability is allocated
in the following manner. If a consumer notifies the loss or theft of access device within two
business days after learning of loss or theft, the maximum liability is USD 50 or a lesser total
amount of the unauthorized transfer. If the consumer makes the notification after more than
two business days after learning of loss or theft up to 60 calendar days after the transmittal of
statement showing first unauthorized transfer made with the access device, for transfer
occurring within the 60 day of period, the lesser of USD 500 or the sum of lesser of USD 50
or the amount of unauthorized transfer in first two business days and the amount of
unauthorized transfers occurring after two business days. The consumer assumes unlimited
liability until the financial institution is notified for all unauthorized transfers occurring after
the 60-day period. 147
In cases of unauthorized transfer of funds not involving loss or theft of an access device, the
consumer incurs no liability where she notifies the financial institution within 60 calendar
days after transmittal of the periodic statement on which the unauthorized transfer first
appears. If the consumer fails to notify the financial institution within the 60 days period
above, there is unlimited liability for unauthorized transfers occurring 60 calendar days after
the periodic statement and before notice to the financial institution.
In practice, however, the major card networks in the U.S. such as VISA and MasterCard
impose obligations on their issuers to provide protections that may exceed those required by
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national laws and provide for ‘zero liability’ of consumers for unauthorized EFT.148Hence,
consumers may enjoy better protection by card network rules than legislative rules.
Even though the approaches followed and factors considered in allocating liability differ, the
ultimate goal of both the EU Payment Services Directive and the U.S. Act and Regulation E is
to protect the consumer. The first step taken by the respective legal instrument is to delineate
authorized transactions for which the consumer is fully liable from unauthorized transactions.
Furthermore, they limit the liability of the consumer to a certain legal ceiling and allocate
liability for unauthorized transfers between the consumer and the financial institution.
Fraudulent acts of the consumer in both jurisdictions are punished by making the consumer
liable for those transactions made with fraudulent intent.
Consumers in both jurisdictions are required to do or refrain from doing certain acts to benefit
from the liability regimes. A U.S. consumer who uses an access device to initiate EFT is
required to make prompt notification of loss or theft of the access device or unauthorized
transaction that appears on periodic statement of the financial institution to avoid liability
arising thereof. Depending on the time of notification, maximum ceiling of liability is
determined. A European consumer must not fail to observe her duties under the EU Payment
Services Directive with gross negligence or intent to avoid full liability arising from
unauthorized transactions. Moreover, the consumer must promptly notify of loss, theft or
misappropriation of the payment instrument issued to her. In both the U.S. and the EU the
consumer in principle assumes no liability after notification.
On the other hand, financial institutions that issue payment instrument or provide payment
service/ EFT must fulfill some obligations for the consumer to be liable for unauthorized
transactions. In both the U.S. and the EU, financial institutions are required to make means of
notification available for consumers. If a consumer is prohibited from making notification of
loss or theft of payment instrument or unauthorized transaction due to the failure of the
financial institution, liability of the consumer for losses arising out of the unauthorized
transaction is waived. Moreover, financial institutions are required to put in place security
features that enable them to identify a consumer and verify and authenticate the consumer’s
instructions. In the U.S, unless this requirement is met by a financial institution, a consumer is
not liable for unauthorized transaction whereas this is not the case under the EU Payment
Services Directive.
148
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In both the U.S. and the EU, duties or actions of both consumers and financial institutions are
taken into consideration in allocation of liability. Though the aim of the pertinent legal
instruments is providing for consumer protection, the consumer is required to meet some
conditions to benefit from the protection of the law. Similarly, a financial institution must
meet its duties so that a consumer shares losses arising out of unauthorized transactions.
Arguably, allocation of liability is the result of balance of the duties of the consumer and
financial institutions in both the U.S. and the EU.
3.3 Limitations of the Liability Regime of CBE
3.3.1Authorization of Transactions
The terms and conditions of CBE make the cardholder fully liable for all transactions at all
times (until notification is made) so long as the transactions are made with the use that card.
The consideration for liability is not whether a given transaction was authorized by the
cardholder. Rather it is whether the card issued to the cardholder was used to make the
transaction. Strictly speaking, the bank is authorized by the TOCs to debit the account of the
cardholder on the basis of mere use of the debit card without obtaining authorization of the
cardholder. This approach completely disregards the authority a cardholder must in principle
exercise with regard to payment instructions that affect one’s asset account.
The issue of authorization of payment transactions is founded in the contractual relation
between a bank and its customer. Fundamental principle of law dictates that a consumer who
has deposited a sum of money in her account is the creditor for a money debt or a claim for
repayment with regard to the issuer.149The consumer disposes of her assets by cash
withdrawals at ATM or by transfers to an account of a third party at POS terminal.150By
applying for a debit card, the consumer is contractually authorizing the bank to debit her
account with the amount of the transaction whenever she uses the debit card to authorize
payment or transfer.151Without such authorization, the bank cannot debit the account of the
cardholder. Importantly, any payment to an account in the hands of unauthorized third party is
not equivalent to discharge of duties of the issuer.152
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While defining ‘funds transfer’, the Proclamation does stipulate that authorization must be
obtained to initiate any funds transfer including POS transfers and ATM withdrawals.153The
TOCs of CBE, hence, neglects the important element of the definition of the Proclamation i.e.
‘authorization to initiate funds transfer’. However, the Proclamation regulates ‘authorization’
within the context of EFT inadequately for at least a couple of reasons. It fails to expressly
define when an EFT transaction is considered authorized for which the consumer is liable. In
addition, it does not prescribe the form of ‘authorization’ or mandate the parties to EFT
contract agree thereof. As in any legislation, however, other pertinent laws of the country are
applicable so long as they are not inconsistent with the Proclamation.154Moreover, the TOCs
of CBE provide that the contents therein are construed and its debit card facilities are
regulated in accordance with Ethiopian law. As a result, in order to protect the essential right
of a cardholder vis-à-vis her account, other relevant laws of the country should be applicable
to determine the form of authorization.
The relevant law in this context is the Commercial Code of Ethiopia (hereinafter Commercial
Code), which among others deals with negotiable instruments and banking transactions.
Negotiable instruments include bill of exchange, promissory note and cheque. Let us focus on
those legal rules regarding validity of cheque, which is a payment instrument like debit cards
within the definition of the Proclamation (see art 2(20)). One of the requirements for validity
of a cheque is, it must contain the signature of the person who draws the cheque.155In the
absence of a signature of the drawer of the cheque, the instruction contained in the cheque is
considered invalid for which the ‘drawer’ incurs no liability. Where a cheque bears, signatures
of persons incapable of binding themselves by a cheque, forged signatures or signatures of
fictious persons, the person on whose ‘behalf’ the cheque was signed will not be
liable.156Likewise, a person who signs a cheque without the authority to do so binds herself
rather than the person for whom she has no power to act.157 The first stipulation implies
fraudulent act of a third party while the second encompasses cases where the third party has
no authority (exceeds authority) to sign the cheque.
The overall effect of these stipulations is that a drawer of cheque or on whose ‘behalf’ the
cheque was drawn is only liable for the instructions therein where she puts her signature on
(or otherwise authorizes the instructions in) the cheque. In the absence of authorization, the
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‘drawer’ is not liable for any instructions made in that cheque. These specific rules on validity
of cheque are extension of the general requirements of signature to authorize payment
instruction regarding negotiable instruments in the Commercial Code.158
If one adopts these rules of the Commercial Code on negotiable instruments in general to
transactions made electronically with the use of a debit card, the cardholder must be liable
only for those payment instructions that she authorized and not for those transactions made
with the use of her card albeit without authorization. Whether the provisions of the
Commercial Code on authorization (validity) of negotiable instruments may extend to
payment instruments is the authority of courts. Given the prominence of consumer protection,
it is fair to adopt such interpretation. The Consumer Authority which has judicial,
administrative and policy making duties has the potential to lobby and influence the
interpretation argued above.
With regard to the form of authorization, there are differing approaches. In the U.S.
authorization is met when the financial institution has laid a system that identifies a specific
cardholder be it with signature, photograph, or fingerprint or by electronic or mechanical
confirmation.159On the other hand, the EU Payment Services Directive requires authorization
to be obtained in the form agreed between the user and provider.160
Thus the exact form and procedure of authorization may be agreed between the bank and the
cardholder or regulated by statutes. Manual signature of the cardholder for each payment
instruction may be obtained especially for POS transfers. Alternatively, electronic
authentication of payment instruction may be employed to obtain authorization. A debit
electron card transaction at a POS or ATM can be authenticated by keying in the PIN code
and authorized by confirmation of the transaction and initiating the online approval by
pressing the ‘OK’ key.161Effective entry of an access device or card and use of the correct
code or PIN is considered as valid authentication though there are some arguments that such
authentication is not equivalent to manual signature in identifying the signee.162In any case,
mere card authentication unsupported by either compliance with a security procedure or a
manual signature, is incapable of creating a linkage to the customer to be made liable.163
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3.3.2 Unfair Contract Terms
In the previous sections, protection of consumers in the EU and the U.S. in allocation of
liability for unauthorized transactions has been briefed. The discussion was not aimed at
comparing these jurisdictions with what we have in Ethiopia. Rather the objective was to
evaluate how these jurisdictions have provided statutory protection of EFT consumers that
cannot be derogated by contractual terms and conditions. Lessons can be drawn from
approaches followed and experiences gained by these jurisdictions. Moreover, given the
silence of the Proclamation on liability of consumers, there is a need to look for a starting
point somewhere else to evaluate consumer protection in the context of liability for
unauthorized EFT. Having stated this, I will point out two major factors or duties (in the
context of allocation of liability) addressed by legislations in the U.S. and EU and analyze
how these matters are governed by TOCs of CBE. Furthermore, I will examine the potential
implications of these on consumers and determine whether the conditions are unfair.
The Consumer Proclamation does not define unfair terms of contract. Rather it lists unfair and
misleading acts. The European Council Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contract
(hereinafter the ‘Unfair Terms Directive’) states that a contractual term which has not been
individually negotiated is regarded as unfair if contrary to the requirement of good faith, it
causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising under the contract,
to the detriment of the consumer.164Furthermore, it provides that a term shall always be
regarded as not individually negotiated where it has been drafted in advance and the consumer
has therefore not been able to influence the substance of the term, particularly in the context
of pre-formulated standard contract. CBE’s terms and conditions are not individually
negotiated but are pre-formulated standard contract. Examination is made below whether the
terms of CBE specifically regarding liability contrary to good faith create significant
imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations to the detriment of consumers.
3.3.2.1 Duty to Provide Means of Notification of Loss or Theft or Disclosure

The terms and conditions of CBE require the cardholder to immediately notify loss or theft of
a card or disclosure of a PIN to unauthorized person. However, the bank does not undertake to
provide a means of notification. An address where the cardholder can notify the loss or theft
of the card along with business days of the bank are not provided in the TOCs. Even if they
were included in the contract, consumers are not allowed to keep the TOCs of CBE. The bank
164
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does not provide for a telephone number or any other means of notification on its website
either.165Failure of the bank to undertake this duty can hinder a consumer from making
notification or delay the time of notification. This leads to a potential risk of unauthorized use
of the payment instrument pending notification to the bank. This has far reaching effect. So
long as written notification is not made to the bank, the cardholder is liable for the entire
amount of transactions made with the card. As a result, whether it takes days or weeks to find
a way to make notification to the bank, a cardholder remains fully liable for all transactions
made until the point the bank receives a written notification. There is no allocation of liability
but sole liability of the cardholder at all times. As long as this is the case, the bank has no
incentive to provide means of notification.
In contrast, there is a strict obligation of financial institutions to provide means of notification
in both the U.S. and EU.166 This obligation is heightened as it is considered as one of the
factors in allocation of liability for unauthorized transactions. In the both jurisdictions, unless
a financial institution fulfills this obligation, the consumer cannot be held liable for any
unauthorized EFT. In a related matter, under the TOCs of CBE, the bank does not undertake
to give receipt of notification of loss or theft of the debit card or disclosure of the PIN.
Receipt of such notification in a durable form enables the cardholder to show/prove a
notification was made and she is not liable for those unauthorized transactions made after
notification. One finds such requirement in the EU Payment Services Directive.167
3.3.2.2 Duty to Implement Security Features of Payment Instruments

A cardholder is usually required to keep her PIN safe and not to disclose it to anyone. By
keeping the PIN or any other security feature of the payment instrument safe, the cardholder
minimizes the risk of unauthorized use of the instrument by a third party. However, there are
circumstances where the diligence of the cardholder in keeping the payment instrument and
its security features safe is not enough to prevent unauthorized transaction. As a result, the
bank must put in place security features that enable it to identify a cardholder and authenticate
authorized transactions. In fact banks are in a better position to introduce and implement
personal security features (of both technical and mechanical nature) of the payment
instruments it issues.
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The TOCs of CBE require the cardholder to exercise due care and attention to prevent loss or
theft or use of the card, which is instrumental to minimize the risk of unauthorized use.
However, the bank does not assume any obligations under the TOCs to prevent or minimize
unauthorized transactions. Here is a hypothetical illustration. A consumer keeps her card safe
and has not disclosed the PIN to anyone. The ATMs of the bank however, are located by side
of busy roads and are built in such a way that the PIN pad is visible to a nearby standing
person. There are no cameras installed at the ATM locations either. Moreover, the bank has
not put in place security features that enable it to verify payment instructions made by the
consumer. In this case, the consumer has exercised due care to prevent unauthorized use of
her card/PIN while the bank has undertaken no measures. So long as the cardholder remains
fully liable for all transactions made before notification of loss or theft of the card, the bank
has no incentive to put in place security features that may require a substantial investment.
CBE may practically take measures to ensure the safety and security of payment instruments
it issues. However, so long as CBE does not undertake in its TOCs, the duty hinges on the
will of the bank and consumers cannot invoke this duty of the bank.
The NPSP does not provide for a clear obligation of payment instrument issuers in relation to
security features of payment instruments. The Travaux Préparatoires of the Proclamation,
however, states safety of payment instruments aimed at preventing unauthorized transactions
must be put in place by issuers. The NBE ensures that issuers of payment instruments have
put in place appropriate security features upon authorization and through successive
regulatory measures enumerated under Articles 5-9 of NPSP.168Specifically, the NBE takes
into consideration for issuing authorization for operating a system, the technical standards or
the design of a proposed system, any security procedure of the system, interests of consumers
including TOCs governing their relationship with operators.169
The NBE may in fact ensure that safety measures are put in place by banks issuing payment
instruments. Indeed, authorization to operate a system and issue payment instruments in
principle must be given after proper scrutiny of the safety features of proposed systems.
However, this is a duty that an issuer undertakes or must observe to obtain authorization from
a concerned regulatory authority. Consumers cannot invoke this duty as it is not part of the
TOCs they agreed with the bank. Hence, in addition to the regulatory oversight, contractual
terms on security features of payment instruments that can be invoked by consumers must be
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put in place. In any case, facilitating payments without providing adequate security must be a
risk to be assumed by the financial institution which in effect means where the customer
denies responsibility; the risk ought to be allocated primarily to the financial institution that
chose to facilitate a transfer not reliably authenticated.170
Generally, according to the TOCs of CBE the liability of the cardholder for all transactions
made before notification to bank is unlimited while the bank assumes zero liability. The
contractual liability of the consumer is unaffected even where the unauthorized transaction is
a result of the bank’s failure to provide means of notification or to implement security features
of payment instruments. The fact that the cardholder is relieved of liability after notification
does not change the zero liability of the bank. As a matter of principle the bank must follow
the instructions of the cardholder and in this case terminate any further transactions or cancel
the card. The bank is doing its job rather than sharing liability. There is substantial imbalance
of duties provided in the TOCs of CBE. Any financial loss arising out of such imbalance is
born by the cardholder at all times. As a result, the terms are unfair that cause contrary to
good faith significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations to the detriment of the
consumer.
3.4 Regulation of Unfair Contract Terms
In the previous section, it was concluded that the terms of CBE regarding liability are unfair
to consumers on at least a couple of matters. The bank fails to assume two duties which may
result in unauthorized transactions for which the consumer remains fully liable. In this
section, the effect of unfair contract terms within the context of EFT under Ethiopian law is
discussed. In Europe, unfair contract terms used in a contract concluded with a consumer by a
seller or supplier do not bind the consumer.171There are no statutory protections of consumers
regarding unfair terms in the NPSP. A consumer of EFT, however, can be protected by other
laws of the country. Particularly relevant are law of contract and consumer protection.
3.4.1 Consumer Protection Law
The Consumer Proclamation prohibits unfair and misleading acts of business persons. It does
not define ‘unfair and misleading acts’ but lists them. An exhaustive list is provided in Article
30 of the proclamation. The prohibited acts mainly relate to quality and quantity of goods and
services and advertised prices. Hence, the list as it stands is hardly applicable or relevant to
170
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EFT. The Consumer Proclamation, unfortunately, fails to explicitly prohibit unfair contract
terms. In the opinion of the writer, preparation of terms that are not individually negotiated
that are unfair to the consumer must be considered ‘unfair act’, thus, prohibited.
On the other hand, the Consumer Proclamation provides that a contract made between a
consumer and a business person have no effect where its terms waive legal obligations
imposed on the business person by the Consumer Proclamation or prevent the consumer from
exercising her rights under the law.172In order to invoke invalidity of the contract on the basis
of this provision it must be shown that the contract’s terms waive legal obligations imposed
on the business person under the Consumer Proclamation. Alternatively, it must be shown that
the contract prevents the consumer from exercising her rights under the law. Rights of the
consumer are defined with reference to the Consumer Proclamation and other laws of
Ethiopia. As a result, a contract with a consumer is invalidated only if one of the grounds is
met. In contrast, under the Unfair Terms Directive, it is sufficient to show that a contract term,
contrary to the requirement of good faith, causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights
and obligations arising under the contract, to the detriment of the consumer.173Thus there is no
obligation to prove violation of legally prescribed rights of a consumer or obligations of a
business person whereas this is the case under the Consumer Proclamation.
The unfair conditions of liability of CBE do not waive the bank’s legal obligations under the
Consumer Proclamation. Besides, strictly speaking they do not prevent the consumer from
exercising her rights under the NPSP or the Consumer Proclamation or any other applicable
law. Hence, a consumer cannot invoke Article 29 of Consumer Proclamation to request
invalidation of the unfair TOCs of CBE. It is bizarre that the Consumer Proclamation
prohibits a list of unfair and misleading acts but fails to regulate unfair contract terms made
with a consumer. If unfair acts are prohibited, so should be unfair contract terms. Importantly,
imposing unfair terms must be considered as unfair act. A consumer should not be required to
prove that her legal rights are violated by contract where the terms are unfair. Unfair contract
terms just like unfair and misleading acts must be prohibited by the Consumer Proclamation
thus leading to invalidation of the unfair contract. Once again interpretation of the law to
extend to unfair terms is the authority of Ethiopian courts.
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3.4.2 Law of Contract
Under contract law, a customer of CBE can challenge the validity of the unfair conditions of
CBE that substantially favor the bank as unconscionable contract. Though the rule is a
contract may not be invalidated on the sole ground that its terms are substantially more
favorable to the other party, where justice requires such contract may be invalidated as
unconscionable where the consent of the injured party was obtained by taking advantage of
her want, simplicity of mind, senility or manifest business experience.174The unconscionable
contract among defects of consent is an exceptional remedy and is subsidiary and may be used
where the circumstances vitiating consent do not amount to an invalidating mistake, fraud or
false statement, duress or reverential fear, or incapacity.175
In the application of the concept of ‘unconscionable contract’ to invalidate the TOCs of CBE,
regard must be taken of the duties undertaken by the cardholder and the bank and the factors
that actually lead to the occurrence of unauthorized transaction. Similarly, account must be
taken of the financial and administrative ability of the bank as opposed to the cardholder to
bear the loss arising out of unauthorized transfers and to put in place security features to
minimize incidents of unauthorized transactions. It is fair interpretation of the law of contract,
unconscionable EFT contract whereby the TOCs allocate full liability to a consumer and zero
liability to the bank be invalidated.
The determination of whether the TOCs of CBE as unconscionable contract (subject to
invalidation) is the power courts which may consider different factors of a given case.
Specific circumstances of the case including the individual characters of the cardholder such
as level of education, maturity and business experience are among the factors that a court may
consider in its decision. Besides, courts may consider whether the party to the contract is a
consumer who must be protected from unfair and misleading acts of a business person
pursuant to the Consumer Proclamation. Whereas Consumer Proclamation is applicable to all
consumers of EFT, application of contract law depends on the individual character of the
victim and circumstances surrounding the case.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Consumer protection issues that arise prior to and after the conclusion of an EFT contract
have been addressed in this thesis. The following are the main findings of the thesis. The
requirement of ‘clarity’ of terms and conditions’ for EFT under the Proclamation is
inadequate. The requirement does not prescribe that TOCs must be readily understandable by
a consumer and must be prepared in a language that the consumer understands. Additionally,
it fails to oblige banks to provide consumers an EFT contract in a durable form. The effects of
such failure of the NPSP were apparent in the practice of CBE, which prepared its terms and
conditions in English and does not provide its consumers the TOCs in a durable form.
Issuers of payment instrument in Ethiopia have discretion as to what to disclose at the time of
making the EFT contract with a consumer. Though Ethiopian contract law dictates that
restrictions or undisclosed business terms do not bind the other party, specific requirements
applicable to EFT contract that obliges the issuer to disclose the important aspects of the
contract to a consumer are absent in the NPSP.
The legislative and regulatory powers of the NBE vis-à-vis TOCs of EFT have so far attained
no significant protection for consumers. To date, the Bank has not enacted consumer
protection directive pursuant to the NPSP. There are no internal guidelines that are prescribed
by the NPSP that must be followed by the NBE when it discharges its authority regarding
TOCs of EFT. Nor are the factors that must be considered by the NBE when it approves
TOCs of EFT. The silence of the law leaves a room for arbitrary exercise of the assigned
powers. The writer of this thesis was able to obtain only the TOCs of CBE. Though it is not
possible to generalize the NBE’s approach on consumer protection in the context of EFT, the
study of the CBE’s terms and conditions have given some insight on the matter. While
summarizing the main contents of the TOCs of CBE, it was pointed out that some of them are
inconsistent with pertinent Ethiopian legislations. Moreover, the conditions provide for a
significantly less (or at times no) protection of consumers than provided in consumer
protection legislations of the U.S. and the EU. As a result, though other banks’ TOCs may
possibly provide better protection of consumers, it is probable that such protection is a result
of the will of the respective bank rather than the regulatory oversight of the NBE.
The NPSP does not provide minimum set of rights of consumers of EFT. This has lead for
regulation of the rights and obligations of the parties to an EFT contract entirely by the TOCs
of a bank subject to the authority of the NBE. The thesis examined the TOCs of CBE, which
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provide for unlimited liability of consumers for all EFT transactions. Only written notification
of loss or theft of the card or disclosure of the PIN to the bank relieves the consumer from the
unlimited liability. The liability regime of CBE has at least two main drawbacks. First, it
neglects the essential authority of the consumer vis-à-vis one’s asset account in a bank by
making the consumer liable for all transactions made with a mere use of a card. Moreover,
CBE’s terms and conditions are unfair that create significant imbalance of rights and duties to
the detriment of the consumer. Specifically, the bank abstains from contractually undertaking
two important duties and the financial loss that may arise out of such abstention is totally
borne by the consumer. Unfortunately, these unfair terms are approved by the NBE and casts
doubt on whether the Bank considers consumer protection in the exercise of its duties.
Generally, legislative regulation of EFT in Ethiopia in the context of consumer protection is
characterized by scattered rules which do not sufficiently address the issues at hand.
Moreover, rights of consumers that arise from these scattered rules are uncertain and in most
cases applicable by way of interpretation by courts. Failure of the NPSP to specifically
address consumer interests contributes immensely for the legal uncertainty. Additionally,
though the NBE is lawfully able to promote consumer protection when it approves TOCs of
EFT and when it authorizes others to operate a system and issue payment instruments, the
approved TOCs of CBE discussed in this thesis reveal the contrary. The thesis has proved that
in the absence of clear legislative limits (even where there is regulatory ‘control’), a bank may
tend to prepare terms that substantially favor it and harm the interests of consumers.
The neglect of protection of consumers during the legislation of the NPSP is fairly
understandable because the Consumer Proclamation, which is the first of its kind in Ethiopia,
is only a year older than the NPSP. It took about 10 years to enact the NPSP after the
introduction of the first ATM by CBE. In both the EU and the U.S., EFT service preceded
consumer protection legislations. However, experience of these jurisdictions and more
importantly the findings of the thesis are alarming that leaving the matter completely to
contract pose a serious consumer protection concerns.
Introduction of new systems that are not only beneficial to the concerned parties (consumers
and banks) but also to the overall economy must be supported by strong legislative and
regulatory measures. It is for this reason that the Travaux Préparatoires of the NPSP states
that the objective of the legislation is to promote a secure and efficient payment system that is
cost efficient so as to expand financial reach of banks to the majority of unbanked Ethiopians
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and to encourage saving and foster investment. In the opinion of the writer, all these
objectives can only be accomplished by building consumer confidence in the new system.
Legislative action is the first and major step to gain consumer confidence. We should not wait
another ten years for such legislation as there is an acute need for consumer protection in the
area. This can certainly be attained without a need to repeal or amend the Proclamation
primarily because the NBE has legislative authority which can be validly exercised to enact a
comprehensive consumer protection directive. An optimal consumer protection legislation
must take due account of the specific circumstances of the country and the experiences of
other jurisdictions. It was with this purpose that the pertinent legislations of the U.S. and the
EU were used throughout the thesis.
The writer recommends a consumer protection legislation which sets out rights of consumers
that cannot be derogated by contract. Moreover, banks must be required by legislation to
disclose important aspects of the contract specifically regarding liability of consumers for
unauthorized transactions, telephone number and address of the financial institution, its
business days, applicable fees, rights of the consumer to documentation, a summary of the
consumer’s right to stop payment of a preauthorized EFT, liability of the institution,
confidentiality of consumer information and error resolution. Additionally, banks should be
required to provide consumers the TOCs in a durable form. Legislative distinction must be
made between authorized and unauthorized EFT. Consequently, the recommended consumer
protection legislation must limit the liability of consumers for unauthorized transactions to a
certain legal ceiling. The ceiling must be tough enough to make consumers take all reasonable
measures to prevent unauthorized transfers but fair enough not to punish consumers
excessively. The average income of most consumers, the average maximum daily EFT limit
imposed by banks, the likelihood of unauthorized transactions in the country and banks’
safety measures regarding payment instruments are the recommended factors that must be
considered in determining the maximum limit of liability of consumers for unauthorized EFT.
Though consideration of negligence of the consumer in allocation of liability for unauthorized
EFT may prompt the consumer to observe her duties vis-à-vis the payment instrument (as in
the EU), the litigation difficulty of who has to prove first and who should prove what may
outweigh the benefit. As a result, the writer recommends consideration of only the promptness
of the consumer (as in the U.S.) in making notification of loss or theft of the card or
disclosure of the PIN to a third party in allocation of liability for unauthorized EFT.
Alternatively, if negligence of the consumer is taken as additional consideration, procedural
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safeguards that protect the consumer and address the imbalance of litigation power between
the consumer and the bank must be put in place.
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